
Case Closed

1. Noun Beginning With A Consonant Sound

2. Noun Beginning With A Consonant Sound

3. Adjective Beginning With A Vowel Sound

4. A Title For A Person

5. Name Of A Famous Person

6. Noun - Plural

7. Verb - Base Form

8. Noun - Plural

9. Noun Beginning With A Consonant Sound

10. Yet Another Noun Beginning With A Consonant Sound

11. Noun

12. Verb - Past Tense
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Case Closed

Note: This description uses the names from the Japanese version of the anime. The English names are different.

Case Closed is an anime about a famous high school detective named Shinichi Kudo who gets turned into a

Noun beginning with a consonant sound by two mysterious men who force-feed him a Noun beginning with a 

consonant sound containing an Adjective Beginning with a Vowel Sound poison. When Shinichi goes home, he

discovers he can't get into his house, so he goes to his neighbor, the brillant inventor, A Title for a Person

Agasa.

After convincing Doctor Agasa that he is indeed Name of a Famous Person , he is told by Doctor Agasa that he

should keep his identity a secret to prevent the Noun - Plural who gave him the pill from learning that he is

still alive. There is also no hope that Doctor Agasa can Verb - Base Form what happened until he gets a

sample of the poison used on Shinichi.

Meanwhile, Shinichi goes undercover as Conan Edogawa. Doctor Agasa asks Shinichi's best friend and crush,

Ran Mouri, to take him in for a while because her father, Kogoro Mouri, works as a detective. If Shinichi stays

with the Mouris, then he might pick up on a lead from Ran's father as to how to track down his would-be killers

and obtain a sample of the poison. The only problem with this plan is that Detective Mouri does not get many

cases because he is a lousy detective.



Shinichi tags along on Detective Mouri's cases and is able to solve them, but no one will listen to a little kid. To

aid Shinichi with his detective work, Doctor Agasa creates many Noun - Plural for him. Shinichi uses two

such devices to get people to listen to him while he is on cases: a Noun beginning with a consonant sound that acts

as a voice-changer, and a Yet another noun beginning with a consonant sound that makes people fall asleep. With both

devices, he is able to get people to listen to him by knocking Detective Mouri out, hiding, and using his Repeat Last

Noun beginning with a consonant sound to pretend to be Detective Mouri speaking.

While Shinichi is waiting to find a lead on the Noun that Verb - Past Tense him into a child, he is

also able to solve many mysteries on his own, as well as with new friends he meets along the way, but it may

take a long time before Shinichi finds anything to help him on the path to becoming his own age again.
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